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ABSTRACT
Observations and recent high-resolution numerical model simulations indicate that liquid water and partially frozen hydrometeors can be lofted considerably above the environmental 08C level in the updrafts of
convective storms owing to the warm thermal perturbation from latent heating within the updraft and to the
noninstantaneous nature of drop freezing. Consequently, upward extensions of positive differential reflectivity (i.e., ZDR $ 1 dB)—called ZDR columns—may be a useful proxy for detecting the initiation of new
convective storms and examining the evolution of convective storm updrafts. High-resolution numerical
simulations with spectral bin microphysics and a polarimetric forward operator reveal a strong spatial association between updrafts and ZDR columns and show the utility of examining the structure and evolution of
ZDR columns for assessing updraft evolution. This paper introduces an automated ZDR column algorithm
designed to provide additional diagnostic and prognostic information pertinent to convective storm nowcasting. Although suboptimal vertical resolution above the 08C level and limitations imposed by commonly
used scanning strategies in the operational WSR-88D network can complicate ZDR column detection, examples provided herein show that the algorithm can provide operational and research-focused meteorologists
with valuable information about the evolution of convective storms.

1. Introduction
The information provided by the transmission and
reception of orthogonally polarized microwaves from
polarimetric weather radar has led to appreciable gains
in the understanding of precipitation distributions and
microphysical processes that occur within deep moist
convective storms. For example, the location of the
melting layer within stratiform precipitation has a welldefined signature that is often easily identified in
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polarimetric radar data (e.g., Zrnic et al. 1993; Brandes
and Ikeda 2004; Giangrande et al. 2008). Another important polarimetric signature is the appearance of an
upward extension of enhanced differential reflectivity
ZDR above the ambient 08C level near and within convective storm updrafts (e.g., Illingworth et al. 1987;
Caylor and Illingworth 1987; Wakimoto and Bringi
1988; Bringi et al. 1991; Conway and Zrnic 1993;
Brandes et al. 1995; Jameson et al. 1996; Hubbert et al.
1998; Smith et al. 1999; Kennedy et al. 2001; Loney et al.
2002; Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008; Snyder et al. 2013).
The reader is referred to Kumjian et al. (2014) for a
more thorough review of previous ZDR column observations and to Doviak and Zrnic (1993), Bringi and
Chandrasekar (2001), and Kumjian (2013a,b,c) for a
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discussion of commonly used polarimetric radar quantities, including radar reflectivity factor at horizontal
polarization ZH, differential reflectivity factor, copolar
cross-correlation coefficient at lag 0 rhv, differential
phase FDP, and specific differential phase KDP.
Of most relevance for this paper, ZDR (Seliga and
Bringi 1976) tends to be proportional to the aspect ratio
of hydrometeors that are small compared the radar’s
wavelength along the linear, orthogonal polarization
planes used by the radar (e.g., typically horizontal H and
vertical V) and with increasing dielectric constant. For
example, ZDR of raindrops tends to be near 0 dB for
small drops and increases to ;5 dB (at S and X bands) or
;7 dB (at C band) for the larger, more oblate drops
(e.g., ;8 mm in equivalent spherical diameter). Although hail can come in a wide variety of shapes (e.g.,
Browning 1966; Knight and Knight 1970a,b), it tends to
be characterized by ZDR near 0 dB owing to the quasiisotropic scattering behavior as it tumbles, but it can be
slightly negative if prolate or electromagnetically large
and oblate (for which resonance effects can be significant). If a water coating develops on its surface, such as
occurs during melting or wet growth, ZDR may exceed
3 dB (e.g., Ryzhkov et al. 2013). Straka et al. (2000),
Park et al. (2009), and Kumjian (2013a) provide more
details on the ZDR characteristics of different types of
hydrometeors.
Within the updrafts of convective storms, the local
08C level is perturbed upward owing to vertical advection and the latent heating effects of condensation
(and, to a lesser extent, of fusion) within a positively
buoyant updraft. Consequently, liquid precipitation
within the updraft can be lofted well above the environmental 08C level. More important from the perspective of precipitation microphysics, liquid raindrops
do not freeze instantly upon entering a subfreezing
environment; there is a nontrivial delay as raindrop
freezing occurs (e.g., Bigg 1953; Johnson and Hallett
1968; Pruppacher and Klett 1997; Smith et al. 1999;
Kumjian et al. 2012). For example, depending upon
temperature and size, it may take several minutes for a
raindrop to freeze completely. Smaller drops tend to
freeze more quickly but begin freezing at lower temperatures than do larger drops, and freezing occurs
more rapidly as the temperature decreases (e.g., Pruppacher
and Klett 1997).
Because raindrops can produce ZDR exceeding a few
decibels, the lofting of drops above the 08C level can
produce ZDR of similar magnitudes. Depending upon
the sizes of the drops and the presence of other hydrometeors, relatively high ZDR can extend several kilometers above the 08C level in what is termed the
ZDR column.
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In situ observations of aircraft transects through ZDR
columns reported in Bringi et al. (1991, 1996), Brandes
et al. (1995), Smith et al. (1999), and Loney et al. (2002)
showed ZDR columns to be nearly collocated with the
updraft and composed of substantial amounts of supercooled liquid water. Other observational studies, such as
the dual-Doppler analyses presented in Kennedy et al.
(2001), support the close spatial association between the
updraft and the ZDR column. Numerical modeling results (e.g., Kumjian et al. 2012, 2014; Snyder 2013) have
shown not only that ZDR columns tend to be nearly
collocated with updrafts but also that the depth of ZDR
columns tends to be proportional to updraft intensity.
Detecting and warning for severe convective storms
is a very important task for operational meteorologists.
Anticipating and understanding the evolution of such
storms can have important ramifications on warning
lead time and performance. To have a good grasp of
short-term convective storm threats and trends, it is often useful to have an understanding of the intensity of
convective storm updrafts (e.g., see NOAA/NWS/
Warning Decision Training Division 2015). For example, increasing updraft intensity can be associated with
an increase in low-level vertical vorticity (via increased
stretching of vertical vorticity) and with increasing mass
flux that may be relevant for the production of hail,
heavy rain, and lightning; updraft intensification may
have direct relevance for severe weather warning decisions. Unfortunately, the detection and quantification
of convective storm updrafts observed by conventional,
single-polarization radar can be difficult owing to the
fact that scatterers that contribute to ZH can be located
far from updrafts. The bounded weak-echo region
(BWER; Chisholm 1973), sometimes called the vault
(Browning and Donaldson 1963), has been used to
identify and provide some information on the intensity
of updrafts. A BWER is characterized by a (typically
quasi-circular or quasi-elliptical) ring of enhanced ZH
surrounding a local minimum in ZH; if the enhanced ZH
does not completely enclose the region of reduced ZH, it
is typically called the weak-echo region (WER).
Owing to the dangers of collecting observations near
BWERs, there are a limited number of in situ observations of WERs and BWERs. Musil et al. (1976) examined data from an armored aircraft penetrating an
intense convective storm and found the WER to be
characterized by very strong upward velocities exceeding 50 m s21 and very little precipitation. Using dualDoppler analysis, Calhoun et al. (2013), among others,
noted a strong association between the locations of a
BWER and the primary updraft of a supercell. Therefore, one may expect there to be an association between
ZDR columns and BWERs since both are associated
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FIG. 1. Reconstructed (left) RHIs and (right) PPIs at 10.08 elevation angle showing (a) ZH (dBZ), (b) ZDR (dB), (c) KDP (8 km21), and
(d) rhv from the WSR-88D in Sioux Falls, South Dakota (KFSD), on the evening of 17 Jun 2014. The white arrows mark the BWER, ZDR
column, and KDP column in (a),(b), and (c), respectively. The approximate edge of ZDR $ 1 dB is shown as a white curve in the
reconstructed RHIs. To improve clarity and reduce noise, data shown are those output from the WSR-88D preprocessor, which means
that the data presented are range filtered by averaging over a three- (for ZH) and five-gate (for ZDR and rhv) sliding window centered on
a given range gate.

with the updrafts of convective storms. In the supercell
cases examined for this paper, such an association indeed exists, although it is quite common to see a ZDR
column in the absence of a BWER. For example, on
17 June 2014, a strong supercell in southeastern South
Dakota was associated with a BWER evident up to
;5 km AGL (white arrow in Fig. 1a) and a ZDR column
that extended up to at least 7 km AGL (white arrow in
Fig. 1b). An area of ZDR near 21 dB was located atop
the ZDR column. A KDP column, although not the subject of this paper, can be seen as an upward extension of
enhanced KDP (white arrow in Fig. 1c) that also extends
to ;7 km AGL. A minor reduction in rhv is seen in the
ZDR column (with rhv ; 0.97–0.99), whereas an appreciable reduction is seen immediately above the ZDR
column (where rhv decreases to ;0.82), consistent with

other observations of reduced rhv or enhanced linear
depolarization ratio (LDR) near the top of the ZDR
columns (e.g., Bringi et al. 1997; Hubbert et al. 1998;
Picca and Ryzhkov 2012; Snyder et al. 2013, 2014;
Kumjian et al. 2014).
Another example of a prominent BWER comes
from a tornadic supercell in central Oklahoma on
19 May 2013 (Fig. 2). A prominent ZDR column is nearly
collocated with the BWER; the BWER extends to
nearly 8 km AGL, whereas the ZDR column extends to
;6.3 km AGL. Since the BWER can be characterized
as a minimum within a local maximum (i.e., the convective storm) in reflectivity factor, it is not particularly
easy to design an algorithm to diagnose this feature,
although Lakshmanan and Witt (1997) describe such an
algorithm. In addition, merging convective storms or
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FIG. 2. Plots of (top) ZH (dBZ) and (bottom) ZDR (dB) from KTLX at 2139 UTC 19 May
2013 as (a),(d) reconstructed RHIs; (b),(e) constant altitude PPIs (i.e., CAPPIs) at ;750 m
above radar level; and (c),(f) 8.08 elevation angle PPIs. The white arrow in (a) highlights the
deep BWER; the white arrow in (d) highlights the ZDR column. The approximate edge of
ZDR $ 1 dB is shown as a white curve in (a) and (d). As in Fig. 1, data shown are those from the
WSR-88D preprocessor; ZH and ZDR have been filtered through centered three- and five-gate
averaging filters, respectively.
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other processes can create local minima in ZH that are
not associated with BWERs (at least how the term
BWER is typically used). In contrast, ZDR columns
represent local maxima in the ZDR field and may be the
only substantial, vertically continuous areas of high
ZDR above the 08C height within and near convective
storms; thus, they may be more conducive to automated detection.
The purpose of this paper is to describe a ZDR column
identification algorithm being developed at the National
Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) and to show how this
algorithm may provide useful information to operational meteorologists. Section 2 of this paper examines
ZDR columns produced by a high-resolution numerical
model with spectral bin microphysics and a radar forward operator. Section 3 describes the algorithm and
discusses some of the problems faced when quantifying
ZDR column characteristics using operational radar
data. Section 4 presents several examples of ZDR column algorithm output for examining convective storm
initiation and evolution in supercells and other convective storm types. Some concluding remarks regarding
the algorithm and a subjective assessment of ZDR columns are provided in section 5.

2. Simulating ZDR columns
Because in situ data collection of hydrometeor distributions within the updrafts of severe convective
storms can be dangerous, only a few cases with such
observations of hydrometeor types, sizes, and concentrations near ZDR columns are present in the literature
(e.g., Bringi et al. 1991, 1996; Brandes et al. 1995; Smith
et al. 1999; Loney et al. 2002). As is often done when one
wants to examine difficult-to-measure phenomena, we
will turn to numerical modeling to help elucidate what is
happening within the updrafts of severe convective
storms and ZDR columns.
Polarimetric signatures associated with numerically
simulated convective storms have recently been examined following the development of polarimetric emulators (e.g., Jung et al. 2010; Ryzhkov et al. 2011; Snyder
2013; Kumjian et al. 2014; Dawson et al. 2014). Jung
et al. (2010), Snyder et al. (2013), and Snyder (2013)
used a forward operator combined with a highresolution numerical model with multimoment bulk
microphysics to examine the microphysical composition
and structure of simulated ZDR columns. To avoid some
of the limitations associated with bulk microphysics,
Kumjian et al. (2012) examined drop freezing in a simulated updraft using a one-dimensional spectral bin
scheme and detailed the microphysical composition of a
resulting ZDR column; liquid and partly liquid freezing
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drops associated with a ZDR column were found at
greater altitudes as updraft intensity (i.e., vertical velocity w) increased and as the median drop diameter of
the distribution of drops decreased. Using the Hebrew
University Cloud Model (HUCM), a high-resolution
numerical model with spectral bin microphysics, and the
polarimetric emulator described in Ryzhkov et al.
(2011), Kumjian et al. (2014) showed that realistic simulations of ZDR columns were reproduced when a
freezing drop hydrometeor species was added to complement the traditional rain and hail categories. In that
paper, the inclusion of freezing drops allowed HUCM to
better simulate the physical process of raindrop freezing
and the interactions between freezing drops, raindrops,
and hail that occur within ZDR columns. This study
uses a similar version of the HUCM simulation presented in Kumjian et al. (2014) to describe briefly the
structure of simulated ZDR columns and detail why
operational meteorologists may find value in examining
ZDR columns.
The microphysics scheme within HUCM uses 43
mass-doubling bins to predict the evolution of liquid
water (from cloud droplet size to raindrop size), freezing
drops, hail, graupel, cloud ice, snow aggregates, and
three types of ice crystals (columns, needles, and dendrites). Time-dependent melting of hail, graupel, and
snow is modeled; the model includes time-dependent
freezing of water accreted on graupel and hail, and the
liquid water fractions on hail, graupel, and freezing
drops are explicitly predicted (as is the snow rime factor). Freezing drops are modeled as having a liquid
water core with an ice shell; melting hail, graupel, and
snow are modeled as having an ice core with a liquid
water shell. The forward radar operator calculates the
scattering amplitudes for hydrometeors using T-matrix
calculations for resonance-sized particles and Rayleigh
equations for smaller particles. More details on the
emulator are provided in Ryzhkov et al. (2011); more
details on HUCM and its microphysics scheme can be
found in Khain and Sednev (1995), Pinsky et al. (2001),
Khain et al. (2001, 2004, 2011, 2013), Phillips et al. (2007,
2014, 2015), Benmoshe et al. (2012), and Kumjian
et al. (2014).
For this study, HUCM is used to perform a twodimensional simulation with vertical grid spacing of
100 m and horizontal grid spacing of 300 m; the model
domain is 19 km in vertical and 150 km in horizontal
extent. The simulation is run for 7200 s with relevant
data written every 60 s. The initial conditions for the
simulation are horizontally homogeneous and are based
upon the thermodynamic sounding presented in Fig. 3;
an initial convective storm is generated by a thermal
perturbation. The environmental 08C level is near
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FIG. 3. A skew T–logp plot of the initial environmental sounding used in the HUCM simulation with temperature (black), dewpoint temperature (blue), and surface parcel trace (red).
Wind barbs (m s21) are plotted on the right; short and long barbs represent 2.5 and 5.0 m s21
wind speeds, respectively.

3.25 km AGL, and an undiluted surface parcel (red trace
in Fig. 3) crosses the 08C mark at a height of ;4.5 km
AGL. Radar variables are calculated as described in
Ryzhkov et al. (2011) and, as presented here, are valid at
S band (i.e., 10.9-cm wavelength).
During the course of the simulation, several convective storms with peak updraft velocities exceeding
40 m s21 are produced. Associated with the development of each of these updrafts are well-defined ZDR
columns. Figure 4 provides an overview of the distribution and characteristics of rain, freezing drops, and
hail within one such ZDR column near time t 5 6000 s. At
this time, the 1-dB ZDR contour (purple contour in
Fig. 4) extends to approximately 6 km AGL. The reflectivity contribution of rain to the total ZH is greater
than 50% for that part of the ZDR column below
rain
in Fig. 4a), although the mass
;4.25 km AGL (see Zfrac
of rainwater relative to total precipitation mass only
exceeds 50% at heights below ;3 km AGL (Fig. 4b).

The contribution from freezing drops to the total ZH
fd
increases above ;4.5 km AGL (see Zfrac
in Fig. 4c), although it never exceeds ;40% despite the fact that most
of the precipitation mass within the center of the ZDR
column from ;4 to ;5.5 km AGL is freezing drops
(Fig. 4d). Along the left side of the ZDR column and
above ;4.5 km AGL, ZH is dominated by contributions
from wet hail (Fig. 4e), although only along the periphery of the ZDR column is most of the mass actually
hail (Fig. 4f). In general, ZDR in hail is proportional to
the mean water fraction of the hail (Figs. 4e,f), so it is not
surprising that the periphery of the ZDR column is
generally composed of relatively dry hail.
These results are summarized in Fig. 5. The ZDR column extends to temperatures of approximately 2158C
along primarily the upshear (i.e., left) side of the updraft.
Most of the hydrometeor mass in the lower part of the
column is rain (Fig. 5b). As the updraft carries the rainwater upward, freezing commences, and the raindrops
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FIG. 4. Selected microphysical characteristics of the ZDR column produced in the HUCM
simulation at t 5 6000 s: (a) mean-mass diameter of rain Drain
m (mm; colored) and rain contrirain
rain
bution to total ZH Zfrac
(%; contours with an interval of 20%), (b) ZDR of rain ZDR
(dB;
rain
colored) and rain contribution to total precipitation mass qfrac (%; contours with an interval of
25%), (c) mass water fraction of freezing drops fwfd (%; colored) and freezing drop contribution
fd
fd
to the total ZH Zfrac
(%; contours with an interval of 20%), (d) ZDR of freezing drops ZDR
(dB;
colored) and freezing drop contribution to total precipitation mass qfd
(%;
contours
with an
frac
interval of 25%), (e) mass water fraction of hail fwhail (%; colored) and hail contribution to total
hail
hail
ZH Zfrac
(%; contours with an interval of 20%), and (f) ZDR of hail ZDR
(dB; colored) and hail
hail
contribution to total precipitation mass qfrac (%; contours with an interval of 25%). The purple
contours mark 1- and 3-dB ZDR. Mass water fractions are defined as the proportion of the mass
of water to the total mass of the particles. For example, fwhail of 50% means that 50% of the mass
of the hail is from liquid water (the other 50% of the mass is ice).

are transferred to the freezing drops category; freezing
drops therefore dominate the total mass at the middle
altitudes of the column. Eventually, the freezing drops
freeze completely and become hail, the mass of which
dominates the upper altitudes of the ZDR column. This
overall distribution of hydrometeors in and around the
ZDR column in this simulation is very consistent with the

storm simulated in Kumjian et al. (2014). Note that a
significant part of the downshear (i.e., right) side of the
updraft has extremely low liquid water mass; the dearth
of liquid water (be it in the form of raindrops, freezing drops, or wet hail) in this part of the updraft results
in comparatively low Z DR relative to that in the
ZDR column.
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FIG. 5. Results of (a) ZDR (dB; colored), w (m s21; contours in black with an interval of
10 m s21 starting at 10 m s21), and air temperature (8C; contours in white at 08, 2108, and
2208C) show the general relationship between the ZDR column and the updraft. (b) The
general microphysical mass composition of the ZDR column (dB; grayscale) for rain (blue
contours), freezing drops (yellow contours), and hail (red contours) every 2 g m23 starting at
1 g m23. The 0.5 g m23 cloud water contour is shown in green.

Figure 6 presents a coarse overview of several convective storm updrafts that are captured during a 1440-s
time period near the end of the 7200-s HUCM simulation. By comparing the spatial association between the
updrafts (contoured in black every 10 m s21 starting at
10 m s21) and ZDR (Fig. 6, top), it becomes obvious that
developing and mature updrafts (e.g., those associated
with w . 10 m s21 below 4 km AGL) are associated with
upward perturbations in enhanced ZDR [i.e., ZDR columns, the three of which are marked by white letters A,
B, and C in Fig. 6 (top)]. Even looking at only the five
times presented in Fig. 6, it is apparent that the deepest
ZDR columns tend to be associated with the most intense

updrafts, at least when examining w near 4 km AGL. In
contrast, the relationship between ZH (Fig. 6, bottom)
and w near 4 km AGL is considerably less clear. Since it
takes time to develop hydrometeor distributions with
large mass and size (both of which will affect ZH), there
tends to be a lag between the intensification of an updraft and the appearance of high ZH aloft. Likewise,
when updrafts begin to weaken, the hydrometeors associated with high ZH near an updraft take time to fall to
the ground, and so high ZH aloft tends to persist after the
updraft weakens.
In general, there is a robust relationship between the
maximum height of each ZDR column and the maximum

FIG. 6. Results of (top) ZDR and (bottom) ZH from the HUCM simulation at five different times between 5280 and 6720 s every 360 s.
Upward vertical velocities are contoured in black at 10 and 30 m s21. White letters A, B, and C at top mark three different ZDR columns
that occur during the represented time period.
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TABLE 1. Correlation coefficients between max ZDR column
height and max w associated with the ZDR columns at five time lags
between 0 s and four time steps (i.e., 240 s) for the four primary
ZDR columns simulated by HUCM (where each letter represents
a different colored line segment in Fig. 7). A positive time lag
means that the ZDR column heights at an earlier time are being
correlated with the max w at a later time. The bold represents the
time lag at which the correlation coefficient is maximized.

A
B
C
D

FIG. 7. A time trace of the max ZDR column depth (km; solid
lines, above the environmental 08C level), max w at ;4 km AGL
(m s21; dotted lines), and max w at any height (m s21; dashed lines)
associated with four distinct ZDR columns in the HUCM simulation
between 1800 and 7200 s. The ZDR columns marked in green, red,
and cyan correspond to those marked by white letters A, B, and C
in Fig. 6.

w both above each column and near the base of each
column (Fig. 7). Table 1 contains the correlation coefficients between the maximum ZDR column depth and
the maximum w at any height above each ZDR column;
Table 2 shows the correlation coefficients between the
maximum ZDR column depth and maximum w at 4 km
AGL. With the exception of the initial ZDR column,
which has a complex evolution that includes at least two
periods of weakening and reintensification, the correlation coefficients for ZDR columns B, C, and D range
from 0.64 to 0.81. The correlation coefficients are maximized between 0.92 and 0.95 for these three columns at
120-s lag time. In other words, changes in the height of
the ZDR columns preceded changes in maximum updraft
intensity, a relationship that fits the conceptual model of
ZDR columns as follows. With the level of free convection for surface parcels well below the environmental
08C level, new updrafts ingesting near-surface parcels
will develop first at low levels. As the parcels rise, large
positive buoyancy supports increasing vertical velocity.
In the time it takes for the drops to freeze entirely above
the environmental 08C level (i.e., for the rain to become
small hailstones), they are lofted to heights well above
08C, supporting a deepening ZDR column. Eventually,
all of the rain within the parcel freezes, and the ZDR
column stops deepening, even if the parcels continue to
accelerate upward owing to positive buoyancy. As
shown in Kumjian et al. (2014), the large mass of hail
aloft that begins from the frozen raindrops lofted in the
ZDR column may proceed to fall to the ground, which
can reduce the depth of the ZDR column as a result of

0s

60 s

120 s

180 s

240 s

0.16
0.73
0.64
0.81

0.04
0.89
0.84
0.87

20.05
0.92
0.95
0.92

20.15
0.82
0.93
0.90

20.21
0.63
0.77
0.87

increased depletion of supercooled water by hailstone
collection or of a weakening of the updraft. If a change
in the thermodynamic properties of the inflow parcels
(i.e., the inflow temperature decreases) causes an updraft to weaken, one would expect that the ZDR column
would become shallower as the lower part of the updraft
weakens before the effects of the change in parcel
buoyancy are observed at the height of the maximum
updraft velocity. As a result, one may observe a change
in the depth of the ZDR column before the maximum
updraft intensity changes.
Although not the focus of this paper, there is also a high
correlation between the depth of the KDP columns and
maximum w above the KDP columns. Calculating KDP can
be difficult, however; traditional methods for estimating
KDP (e.g., as the range derivative of FDP) tend to yield
noisy KDP in low rain rates. In addition, the presence of a
nontrivial backscatter differential phase and gradients
therein associated with non-Rayleigh scattering behaviors
can artificially increase or decrease KDP if not properly
detected and removed before KDP is calculated. The oscillatory nature of KDP when differential phase changes
only slow with range is quite evident, for example, in
Fig. 1c, which can significantly complicate the quantification of KDP columns. At higher radar frequencies
TABLE 2. As in Table 1, but for the correlation coefficients between max ZDR column heights and max w at 4 km AGL associated
with the ZDR columns at five lag times between 0 s and four time
steps (i.e., 240 s) for the four primary ZDR columns simulated by
HUCM (where each letter represents a different colored line
segment in Fig. 7). A negative time lag means that the ZDR column
heights at a later time are being correlated with the max w at an
earlier time.

A
B
C
D

0s

260 s

2120 s

2180 s

2240 s

0.23
0.43
0.76
0.78

0.52
0.67
0.92
0.83

0.78
0.84
0.97
0.85

0.64
0.93
0.81
0.79

0.51
0.87
0.44
0.69
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(e.g., X band), where differential attenuation can be much
more severe and KDP may be easier to estimate, KDP
columns may be a viable alternative to ZDR columns for
examining updrafts, although the microphysical compositions of the two signatures are not identical.

3. Algorithm description and ZDR column
detection challenges
The ZDR column algorithm outlined in this paper estimates the depth of ZDR columns in polarimetric radar
observations. The algorithm has been added to a development version of the Warning Decision Support
System–Integrated Information (WDSS-II; Lakshmanan
et al. 2006, 2007), and this software is used to create many
of the figures contained herein. All data in this paper
were collected at Weather Surveillance Radar-1988
Doppler (WSR-88D) stations. Level 2 radar data are
preprocessed in a manner very similar to that used by the
WSR-88D product generator; of most relevance, the
measured ZDR data are filtered in range by means of a
five-range-gate moving average to reduce the noisiness
often present in ZDR. The filtered ZDR data are objectively analyzed onto a three-dimensional latitude–
longitude–height grid with a grid spacing of 0.00258 3
0.00258 in latitude and longitude and 250 m in height. The
environmental 08C height is provided by hourly 13-km
Rapid Refresh (RAP; Brown et al. 2011) analyses, although other sources for the environmental 08C level may
be used [e.g., the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) model for
archived cases before RAP operational implementation
on 1 May 2012]. At each horizontal grid point, the number of vertically consecutive grid points with ZDR $ 1 dB
above the 08C level are counted such that the result is the
vertically continuous depth of the ZDR column (as defined by ZDR $ 1 dB). A Gaussian filter is used to smooth
the output from the ZDR column algorithm.
The algorithm provides a filtered, two-dimensional
map of the depth of the ZDR column above the modelprovided environmental 08C level. For all examples
shown below, the data will be displayed using colors,
where warmer colors indicate deeper ZDR columns.
There are several sources of enhanced ZDR above the
08C level in areas of convective storms that are not associated with ZDR columns and can create false ZDR
column detections. For example, the three-body scatter
signature (TBSS; e.g., Zrnic 1987; Wilson and Reum
1988; Lemon 1998)—also known as the hail spike (e.g.,
Wilson and Reum 1986)—is often characterized by low
ZH that decreases with range from the convective storm,
very high ZDR, and low rhv (e.g., ,0.60) along radials
downstream of hail-containing radar volumes (e.g.,
Hubbert and Bringi 2000; Picca and Ryzhkov 2012;
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Kumjian 2013c; Mahale et al. 2014). In addition, depolarization streaks associated with the canting of ice in
the presence of strong electrification can also yield radially oriented streaks of enhanced ZDR in data from
radars that transmit–receive linear, orthogonal polarizations simultaneously (e.g., Ryzhkov and Zrnic 2007;
Kumjian 2013c; Hubbert et al. 2014). In both of these
cases, the algorithm needs to ignore affected gates to
reduce false detections. The initial version of this algorithm attempts to mitigate TBSS contamination by removing radar gates with rhv less than approximately
0.80. In the future, explicit detection and removal of the
TBSS using a method similar to Mahale et al. (2014) may
be required to reduce errors caused by this artifact.
Since this algorithm uses a fixed 1-dB threshold for
defining the periphery of a ZDR column, errors in radar
calibration can detrimentally affect the performance of
the algorithm. True ZDR column depth will be underestimated if a radar has a negative ZDR bias and will be
overestimated if there is a positive ZDR bias. In addition,
errors in the model analysis of the 08C height will affect
the output from the algorithm.
There is at least one nonmicrophysical source for reduced ZDR aloft within the updraft of convective storms
that can detrimentally affect ZDR column detection:
tornado debris. The polarimetric tornado debris signature (e.g., Ryzhkov et al. 2005; Kumjian and Ryzhkov
2008; Petersen et al. 2008; Palmer et al. 2011; Schultz et al.
2012; Bluestein et al. 2007a,b, 2012; Snyder et al. 2010;
Tanamachi et al. 2012; Bodine et al. 2013; Van Den
Broeke and Jauernic 2014; Snyder and Ryzhkov 2015) is
typically characterized by moderate-to-high ZH, low
ZDR, and low rhv collocated with a strong vortex couplet
in radial velocity VR and is caused by the radar sampling
debris lofted by a tornado. In observations of intense
tornadoes examined during the course of this research,
debris can be carried to heights above the environmental
08C level within the updraft of the convective storm (e.g.,
Bodine et al. 2013; Van Den Broeke and Jauernic 2014)
and can mask the ZDR column. Mitigation of the masking
effect of lofted debris on the ZDR column may require an
objective detection of the tornado debris signature
(Snyder and Ryzhkov 2015) and likely is only possible if
the ZDR column extends above the maximum height of
the debris. The current version of the algorithm discussed
herein, owing to the vertical continuity requirement, is
not designed to find the top of the ZDR column when
enough lofted debris is located within the ZDR column to
reduce ZDR to less than 1 dB.
The sampling strategy of the radar can affect how
well a ZDR column is detected. Traditionally, many
operational weather radars, including WSR-88Ds, have
used a stepped-spiral approach to data collection,
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FIG. 8. Simulated reconstructed RHIs of two ZDR columns associated with convective storms
in an HUCM simulation using different scanning strategies or VCPs: (b) VCP 11, (c) VCP 12,
and (d) VCP 21 from a WSR-88D-like radar. (a) The ZDR columns as produced by the model,
and simulated true RHIs from (e) WSR-88D- and (f) MPAR-like radars. The simulated WSR88D has 0.938 half-power beamwidth with an 8.53-m-diameter antenna and operates at
2.705 GHz. The MPAR-like radar has a 1.68 half-power beamwidth with a 3.3 m 3 3.3 m (width 3
height) square panel operating at 3.12 GHz. Antenna radiation pattern is calculated as in
Sherman (1970) and Doviak and Zrnic (1993). All simulated radar images assume that the
convective storms are moving from left to right at 15 m s21 and neglect variance in ZDR estimates that arise from finite pulse averaging. Only the 6-dB two-way beamwidth is considered.

wherein a series of plan position indicator (PPI) scans
are completed at a set of discrete elevation angles. When
convective storms are present within the range of a
WSR-88D, the radar will typically be using one of the
precipitation mode volume coverage patterns (VCPs;
e.g., 11, 12, and 21 or close variants 211, 212, 121, and
221). These VCPs use different sets of elevation angles,

which means that the sampling of ZDR columns may be
affected by the chosen VCP. Figure 8 shows how two
ZDR columns from the HUCM simulation (Fig. 8a) appear in reconstructed RHIs collected by a simulated
WSR-88D using VCPs 11 (Fig. 8b), 12 (Fig. 8c), and 21
(Fig. 8d). The ZDR field is shifted to the right at a constant speed of 15 m s21 to simulate the movement of the
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FIG. 9. Simulated reconstructed RHIs from an S-band radar showing two ZDR columns associated with convective storms moving from left to right at (left) 5 and (right) 25 m s21 located
approximately (a),(b) 5225 km from the radar; (c),(d) 70–90 km from the radar; and (e),(f) 180–
200 km from the radar. The simulated radar has a 0.938 half-power beamwidth (approximately
the same as a WSR-88D) and is scanning using VCP 11, which consists of 16 sweeps at 14
elevation angles from 0.58 to 19.58 and takes approximately 300 s to complete.

convective storms during the course of the data collection volume (this is purely a static translation for illustrative purposes; the field itself does not evolve with
time other than via translation). VCP 21 provides comparatively fewer elevation angles above 58, which results
in very poor data coverage above the environmental 08C
level (i.e., ;3.25 km AGL at the ranges represented in
Fig. 8). In fact, the ZDR columns are only sampled by
two elevation angles with VCP 21 at these ranges. In
contrast, true RHIs from a simulated WSR-88D
(Fig. 8e) and a simulated multifunction phased-array

radar (MPAR; Weadon et al. 2009; Fig. 8f) better capture the structure of the ZDR columns.
If convective storms are moving quickly, a nontrivial
vertical tilt may be introduced into the ZDR columns
owing to storm movement during data collection. Preliminary testing indicates that the enforcement of a vertical continuity criterion for ZDR column detection is
needed to mitigate false detections and reduce noise in the
product, but the use of this criterion can create problems
in detecting those ZDR columns that may appear to be
tilted owing to storm motion. To illustrate this, Fig. 9
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shows two ZDR columns from the HUCM simulation as if
they were sampled by a WSR-88D using VCP 11. The left
column of Fig. 9 represents ZDR columns that are moving
from left to right at 5 m s21; the right column of Fig. 9
assumes a speed of 25 m s21. VCP 11, for which 16 sweeps
of 3608 are collected at 14 elevation angles, takes approximately 5 min to complete. When the ZDR columns
are close to the radar as in Figs. 9a and 9b, the columns are
sampled through at least four elevation angles, which
means that the ZDR columns move ;180 m (for storm
motion us of 5 m s21) and ;900 m (for us of 25 m s21) in
the ;36-s period that elapses during the collection of
those four elevation angles. Depending upon the size of
the ZDR columns, the resultant tilt can complicate automated ZDR column depth estimates. When the ZDR columns are farther from the radar (e.g., Figs. 9c–f), the ZDR
column is sampled with appreciably lower vertical resolution, but the artificial tilt caused by storm movement
during data collection is also reduced. One may also notice that, owing to the 19.58 maximum elevation angle
used by WSR-88Ds, ZDR columns will appear to become
shallower with time as they approach the radar at very
short ranges owing to the ZDR column exceeding the
uppermost scan; this problem exists for other products
that are affected by incomplete storm sampling [e.g., enhanced echo tops (EET) and vertically integrated liquid
(VIL)], as will be shown later.
One final note regarding the detectability of ZDR
columns: if there are too few sufficiently sized hydrometeors within the updraft of a convective storm, the
signal returned to the radar may be too weak for detection. Although ZDR is not sensitive to hydrometeor
concentration except in a power-weighted sense when
multiple hydrometeor types and sizes are present, the
signal must still be strong enough for adequate echo
detection and measurement of ZDR.
The relatively poor midtropospheric resolution and
coverage associated with the scanning strategies of many
operational weather radars complicate ZDR column detection. Developers of technologies such as phased-array
radar may want to consider an operation mode whereby a
set of RHIs (i.e., data at many elevation angles) are collected at discrete azimuths instead of the traditional
stepped-spiral method whereby a set of PPIs (i.e., data at
many azimuths) are collected as discrete elevation angles.
Scanning in elevation before azimuth will essentially remove artificial tilting caused by data collection delays and
will allow for better quantification of ZDR columns.

4. Utilization examples
Several examples of ZDR column algorithm output are
shown in this section, although none of these examples
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are intended to be detailed analyses of ZDR columns and
their associated convective storm. Because the scanning
strategies often used to sample convective storms and
ZDR columns are not of high vertical resolution, it will
become apparent that the algorithm performs best on
convective storms with deep ZDR columns, which tend
to be associated with supercells in environments of high
convective available potential energy (CAPE).

a. Supercells
A series of supercells produced 12 tornadoes within
the Norman, Oklahoma, National Weather Service
Forecast Office’s (NWSFO) County Warning Area
(CWA) on the afternoon and evening of 24 May 2011.
One such supercell produced at least four tornadoes
across central Oklahoma, including a tornado rated as a
category 5 event on the enhanced Fujita scale (EF5;
Wind Science and Engineering Center 2006). Several
radars sampled these supercells (e.g., Houser et al. 2015;
Tanamachi et al. 2015); this paper addresses data collected by a research-focused WSR-88D in Norman
(KOUN). A sounding from Lamont, located in northcentral Oklahoma (LMN), valid near 2100 UTC
(Fig. 10), indicates that a lifted surface parcel will cool
to 08C approximately 1550 m above the environmental
08C height (within the constraints of parcel theory). As
such, one could expect that ZDR columns associated
with surface-based convective storms for which the
sounding is representative will be at least 1500 m tall.
Significant deviations in ZDR column depth above
;1500 m are likely to be attributable to microphysical
processes such as noninstantaneous drop freezing.
A view of the supercell at 2055 UTC, near the time of
the genesis of a violent tornado (e.g., Houser et al. 2015),
is shown in Fig. 11. Although someone familiar with the
general structure of supercells may be able to infer the
position of updrafts based upon ZH data (e.g., Figs. 11a,
b), details such as updraft intensity and structure typically
are not captured in ZH, particularly at low elevation angles. Turning to ZDR, however, one can identify three
primary regions of enhanced ZDR above the environmental 08C level (e.g., at the 4.08 elevation angle shown in
Fig. 11c). At this particular time, the ZDR column algorithm identifies three large ZDR columns aligned in
nearly a north–south fashion. The deepest ZDR column is
located near the notch of the hook echo associated with
the supercell producing the tornado, whereas the other
two ZDR columns are associated with convective storms
developing south of and merging into the primary supercell. Tanamachi et al. (2015) examined the mergers
experienced by this supercell using a numerical model
and assimilating radar data from the MPAR located near
KOUN. In their analyses (see their Fig. 13), four updraft
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FIG. 10. A skew T–log p plot of the sounding from Lamont at 2100 UTC 24 May 2011 with
temperature (black), dewpoint temperature (blue), and surface parcel trace (red). Wind barbs
(m s21) are plotted on the right; only every other wind barb is plotted to reduce clutter. Heights
are listed along the mandatory pressure levels (m AGL). The environmental 08C level is at
;3950 m AGL; the lifted surface parcel cools to 08C near 5500 m AGL, or ;1550 m above the
environmental 08C level.

elements were produced by the model near this time,
although the updrafts in their analysis were aligned more
in a northwest–southeast orientation; the strongest updrafts were the northernmost (associated with the supercell) and the southernmost updrafts, which matches
quite well with the ZDR column depth estimates that
show the northernmost and southernmost ZDR columns
to be deeper than the middle ZDR column.
In operational settings, however, analyses such as
those in Tanamachi et al. (2015) are not available in real
time. The relationship between derived products such as
echo tops or EETs (defined as the topmost height of
18.5 dBZ using vertically interpolated ZH) and VIL and
storm intensity as measured by updraft speed or hail
production has been previously studied (e.g., Greene
and Clark 1972; Edwards and Thompson 1998; Smalley
et al. 2003; Lemon 1998; Blair et al. 2011; Lakshmanan

et al. 2013). The accumulated maximum ZDR column
depth, EET, and VIL over a 6-h period from 24 to
25 May 2011 are shown in Fig. 12. In general, each of
these products produce tracks associated with the path
traversed by the convective storms; although they represent very different quantities, the general trends (e.g.,
maxima) seen in the ZDR column product are also evident in the EET and VIL swaths. However, there are
some important differences. For example, the cone of
silence near the radar site caused by the 19.58 maximum
elevation angle is very noticeable in EET and considerably less evident in ZDR column output and VIL. In
addition, VIL is really designed to estimate the total
water in a column, and one would not expect the maximum VIL to occur within the updraft of a supercell;
ZDR, at least in terms of the ZDR column, is most sensitive to the mean shape of raindrops within the volume,
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FIG. 11. Data from a supercell near El Reno at ;2055 UTC near the genesis of a violent
tornado: (a) ZH at 0.58 elevation angle (dBZ), (b) ZH at 4.08 elevation angle (dBZ), (c) filtered
ZDR at 4.08 elevation angle (dB), and (d) ZDR column depth provided by the ZDR column
algorithm (km; above the environmental 08C level). Three primary ZDR columns are identified
by the algorithm and are noted by white arrows in (c) and (d). The ZDR column depth contours
at 1, 2.3, and 3.7 km are marked in dark blue, light blue, and white contours, respectively, in
(a) and (b). Contours of ZH at 10, 30, and 50 dBZ are marked in red, pink, and white, respectively, in (d). The purple swaths are tornado tracks from NWSFO Norman.

not to the total concentration of drops like VIL is. Many
of the storms that affected central Oklahoma initiated in
the southwestern part of the area covered in Fig. 12, and
the very deep ZDR columns noted in the lower-left part
of Fig. 12a are associated with the initial development of
the deep convection and are maximized near alongstorm-track gradients in EET and VIL.
Estimates of storm-top divergence (STD) are available from the Storm Cell Identification and Tracking
algorithm (SCIT; Johnson et al. 1998) often used by
operational meteorologists with WSR-88D data. Owing
to mass conservation, one would generally expect quasihorizontal divergence near the top of an updraft to be
proportional to updraft intensity, all else being equal. If
the depth of a ZDR column is proportional to the intensity of an updraft of a convective storm as the previously shown modeling results indicate, we should then
expect there to be a direct association between STD and
ZDR column depth. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 13, there is a
general association between the maximum ZDR column
depth, STD, and EET associated with the El Reno,
Oklahoma, supercell on 24 May 2011. However, for
reasons discussed in section 2, changes in the ZDR column should be sensitive to changes in the updraft within
the ZDR column and generally are expected to precede

changes in the maximum updraft intensity (which typically occurs above the ZDR column in common supercell
environments). As such, we should expect to see
changes in ZDR column depth precede changes in STD
and EET. In addition, STD can be prone to errors with
velocity dealiasing and cell tracking in SCIT. Finally,
since STD and EET often require data taken at heights
well above the top of the ZDR column (and thus require
data from higher-elevation angles), qualitative examination of ZDR columns is often possible before STD and
EET are available for the current radar volume.
Turning to a second case, an intense, extraordinarily
large tornado was one of several tornadoes produced by a
supercell that occurred in central Oklahoma on the afternoon and evening of 31 May 2013 (e.g., Atkins et al.
2014; Marshall et al. 2014; Bluestein et al. 2015). This
supercell was also sampled relatively well by several polarimetric radars (e.g., Snyder and Bluestein 2014;
Wurman et al. 2014; Wakimoto et al. 2015), including the
WSR-88D at Twin Lakes, southeast of Oklahoma City
(KTLX). The thermodynamic sounding nearest this supercell was launched from Norman shortly before
0000 UTC 1 June 2013 (Fig. 14). Owing solely to the
warm thermal perturbation associated with latent heating
within the updraft of a surface-based convective storm,
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FIG. 12. (a) Max ZDR column depth (km;
above the environmental 08C level), (b) max
EETs (km), and (c) max VIL (kg m22) between 2000 UTC 24 May and 0200 UTC
25 May 2011 across central Oklahoma. The
magenta polygons and swaths are tornado
paths as surveyed by NWSFO Norman.
County borders are marked in light gray.

we would expect ZDR columns to be at least 1600 m tall
(the difference in the heights of the lifted surface parcel’s
08C level and the environmental 08C level).
There is considerable commonality between maximum
ZDR column depth and both EET and STD (Fig. 15) for
this 31 May 2013 supercell. High volume-to-volume variability in STD is evident, possibly attributable to errors
in dealiasing VR. EET systematically decreases after
;2324 UTC when ZH $ 18.5 dBZ is sampled at the
highest elevation angle (19.58); as the distance from the
supercell to the radar further decreases, the true top of
the 18.5-dBZ echo does not get sampled.
As has been stated previously, it is difficult to assess
the relationship between ZDR columns and convective
storm updrafts using radar data alone owing to the lack
of direct observations of updraft intensity and location.
The 31 May 2013 case, however, is serving as the focus of
an ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) data assimilation
experiment using data from the MPAR (Skinner et al.
2014). As with the comparison of the 24 May 2011 ZDR
columns to the analyses by Tanamachi et al. (2015), this
should not be used as a true verification since the model
is not errorless. However, there does appear to be some
agreement between the locations of the primary updraft
and the ZDR column associated with this supercell;

Fig. 16 shows the ZDR column depth between 2300 and
2313 UTC from KTLX (Fig. 16, left) compared to the
model’s w field retrieved through assimilation of MPAR
observations (Fig. 16, right). Although the structure of
the ZDR column is not identical to the structure of the
updraft in the model, the general shape and location of
maxima match quite well. For example, both the ZDR
column algorithm and the model w indicate the primary
updraft is north of the tornado track (indicated by the
thick black polygons) during this period. By the end of
;2313–2315 UTC, both the ZDR column algorithm and
the model indicate a crescent-shaped updraft in the
same general position. This is particular encouraging
given that the data come from independent radars.
To reiterate, one should not expect a perfect match
since data assimilation does not yield perfect results, and
the observed ZDR columns are unlikely to be collocated
exactly with the updrafts. However, ZDR column information can be available in near–real time and thus
may provide additional information about storm evolution to operational meteorologists.

b. Nonsupercell convective storms
Owing to the weaker (or absent) nonlinear dynamic
contribution to the upward-directed vertical perturbation
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FIG. 13. Time series (with time increasing from left to right as indicated on the abscissa) of
max ZDR column depth (km; orange; above the environmental 08C level) and a three-volume
average of max ZDR column depth as calculated from the ZDR column algorithm for a supercell
that produced several tornadoes in central Oklahoma during the afternoon of 24 May 2011
(red). Shown for comparison are EETs (km; blue; reduced by 14 km for left ordinate labeling)
and max STD (m s21; green) taken from SCIT (yellow). The black lines along the abscissa
represent the times during which tornadoes were occurring with this supercell. Times for the all
ZDR column, EET, and STD data are valid at the start of the succeeding radar volume. All data
are from KOUN.

pressure gradient force, nonsupercell convective storms
tend to have weaker updrafts compared to those associated with supercells. In addition, supercells, at least in
the central United States, tend to occur in environments characterized by greater CAPE (e.g., Thompson
et al. 2003). As a result, we suspect that ZDR columns
associated with nonsupercell storms will tend to be
shallower than those associated with supercells, increasing the difficulty of detection and quantification
owing to sampling issues discussed in section 3.
Despite concerns about ZDR column detection owing
to inadequate spatial sampling, ZDR column depth can
still provide useful information about near-term updraft
evolution. For example, the ;30-min evolution of a
multicell convective complex over western Florida is
shown in Fig. 17; Fig. 17 (top) contains ZH data at a 0.508
elevation angle, and Fig. 17 (bottom) contains output
from the ZDR column algorithm. At ;2219 UTC, a
north–south band of 40–50-dBZ ZH is approaching the
coastline from the east. Looking at ZH, it is very difficult
to ascertain where the strongest updrafts are located and
where one may expect continued development or maintenance. The ZDR column data at ;2220 UTC contain
three main areas where the ZDR column exceeds 0.5 km;

the tallest ZDR column is located near the southern
extent of the convective cluster. Approximately 20 min
later, at 2237 UTC, ZH has decreased in the central
part of the convective cluster, with the higher ZH located on the southern and northern parts of the cluster.
The ZDR column algorithm output shows that the
deepest ZDR columns are located along the northern
periphery of the convective complex, indicating that
this area may be the preferred location of continued
convective development. By ;2252 UTC, the southern
50% of the cluster has weakened, leaving higher ZH on
the northern edge of the convection, where the deepest
ZDR columns were located at the previous time. Although this example is only one ;30-min period from
one case, it appears that the depth of the ZDR columns
provides useful short-term prognostic information
relevant to operational meteorologists.
Looking at one final case, an intense bow echo moved
across eastern Iowa and adjacent portions of Illinois and
Wisconsin on the afternoon of 30 June 2014, producing a
swath of 30–40 m s21 wind gusts across eastern Iowa
(NCDC 2015). The ZDR columns were observed along
the leading edge of the squall line near the ZH gradient,
consistent with the expected locations of updrafts in a
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FIG. 14. As in Fig. 10, but for KOUN at 0000 UTC 1 Jun 2013. The environmental 08C height
is ;4300 m AGL; a lifted surface parcel cools to 08C near 5900 m AGL, or ;1600 m above the
environmental 08C height.

quasi-two-dimensional model of a squall line (e.g.,
Houze et al. 1989). Relatively early in the event (e.g.,
;1930 UTC in Figs. 18a,b), the deepest ZDR columns
were located over the southern part of the line, although
ZDR column depth exceeded 2.0 km intermittently
throughout much of the area ahead of the squall line;
ZH on the lowest elevation angle exceeded 50 dBZ
throughout the length of the squall line shown. Approximately 30 min later, the deepest ZDR columns remained
over the southern part of the squall line (Fig. 18d), although ZDR columns deeper than 3.0 km were noted
along the northern apex of a bowing segment observed in
ZH (Fig. 18c). As the squall line continued to bow out
around 2030 UTC, the depth of the ZDR columns along
the leading edge of the convection largely diminished to
less than 1.0 km (Fig. 18f). In addition, ZH was decreasing
during this time, with ZH reaching a maximum near 45–
50 dBZ in most of the bow echo (Fig. 18e).
Generally, the ZDR columns became shallower and
ZH decreased through the final time presented in

Figs. 18g and 18h (2045 UTC). Analyses from the 13km RAP model (not shown) indicate that the southern extent of the squall line had access to more than
3000 J kg21 of lowest 100 hPa mixed layer CAPE
(MLCAPE) at 1900 and 2100 UTC, with MLCAPE
less than 2000 J kg21 ahead of the northern part of
the squall line. As the squall line moved eastward
through eastern Iowa between 1900 and 2100 UTC,
the magnitude of the lowest 100-hPa mixed layer
convective inhibition (MLCINH) generally increased
to .100 J kg 21 . These observations are consistent
with (i) the deepest Z DR columns accompanying convective updrafts over the southern extent
of the squall line (where MLCAPE was greater and
MLCINH was lower) and (ii) the squall line weakening with time and eastward extent as MLCINH
increased. The convection did continue eastward
through northern Illinois and southern Wisconsin for
several more hours as destabilization occurred downstream of the convective storms, but the strongest
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FIG. 15. As in Fig. 13, but for a supercell observed by KTLX from ;2215 UTC 31 May to ;0024 UTC 1 Jun 2013.

near-ground winds occurred in eastern Iowa before
2100 UTC.

5. Conclusions
Analyses from previous observations and results from
numerical simulations show a positive spatial relationship
between the updraft of convective storms and the ZDR
columns associated with those storms. Combining spectral
bin microphysics in a high-resolution numerical model
with an advanced forward operator, we have shown that
the location and depth of the simulated ZDR columns
match quite well with the location and intensity of convective storm updrafts, and changes in the maximum
vertical velocity within an updraft tend to be seen after
changes in the height of a ZDR column. In general, ZDR
columns tend to be dominated by rain early in their lives
or at lower altitudes when the column is more mature. The
raindrops freeze into hail as they rise in the updraft, such
that the upper altitudes of the ZDR column tend to be
dominated by wet hail. Depending upon the particular
environment and evolution of the storm, the hail may fall
back through the updraft, weakening the updraft and/or
masking the ZDR column (e.g., Kumjian et al. 2014).
Translating what happens in a numerical model to
what is observed in the real atmosphere using currently

available technology is not always straightforward
owing to the differences between the model results or
the observational data provided by a radar such as
WSR-88D. The analysis of the ZDR column algorithm
presented in this paper indicates that ZDR columns may
provide near-real-time information on the intensity
and location of updrafts, at least for the deeper ZDR
columns associated with strong updrafts. Identifying
and quantifying ZDR columns may also prove useful in
radar data assimilation owing to the ability of the ZDR
column to provide valuable information (sometimes in
the absence of high ZH) on latent heating rates and
hydrometeor distributions via updraft identification.
However, incomplete radar coverage associated with
the VCPs used by the WSR-88D network introduces
difficulties in detecting and quantifying ZDR column
depth, particularly those associated with weaker updrafts or those at particular ranges from the radar
(depending upon VCP and the maximum height of the
ZDR column). Future ZDR column detection can be
improved with the collection of higher-resolution, true
RHIs or by the use of a VCP that provides more
complete scanning of the atmosphere above the environmental 08C level.
Note that an algorithm such as that presented herein is
not necessary to assess subjectively the ZDR column
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FIG. 16. An evolution of the (left) ZDR column depth (km; above the environmental 08C
level) from KTLX and (right) retrieved w (m s21) at ;5 km AGL from an EnKF data
assimilation experiment using independent data from the MPAR (Skinner et al. 2014). In
both (a) and (b), dark gray line segments represent the U.S.–Canada border and the black
polygon represents the approximate edge of the tornado track as determined by NWSFO
Norman. In addition, model reflectivity factor is contoured in the EnKF data. The times
marked at left are approximate times of the last elevation angle within a volume that
sampled the ZDR column; the times marked at right are times at the center of a 5-min
window during which observations from the MPAR were assimilated. (EnKF analysis
data are courtesy of P. Skinner.)
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FIG. 17. Time series (with time increasing from left to right) of (a)–(c) ZH at 0.508 elevation angle and (d)–(f) ZDR column depth from
the WSR-88D in Tampa Bay, Florida (KTBW), on the afternoon of 24 Jun 2013. Contours of ZDR column depth of 1, 2, and 3 km are
shown in dark blue, light blue, and white, respectively, in (a)–(c); ZH contours at 10, 30, and 50 dBZ are shown in dark red, pink, and white,
respectively, in (d)–(f).

depth on a more limited, case-by-case basis. Depending upon the depth of the Z DR column and the
range from the radar, reconstructed RHIs may be
used to identify and track Z DR columns; this information can be used to corroborate other radarderived proxies for updraft intensity or location
(e.g., VIL, EET, BWER, etc.) to provide an operational meteorologist with greater confidence that a
particular convective storm is weakening or intensifying. For example, if a meteorologist is uncertain whether or not to issue a severe thunderstorm
warning on a particular storm owing to marginal assessments using other products (e.g., 50-dBZ echo
height), the Z DR column depth and the tendency
thereof may prove useful for anticipating the nearterm trend in intensity. In addition, knowing the
location and structure of the updraft may provide
insight into where large hail may be located (even
in the absence of high Z H, since the low number

concentration of very large hail that may fall under or
along the periphery of an updraft may be associated with
only modest ZH).
More detailed relations between what changes in
ZDR column depth or structure may imply about convective storm evolution or hazardous threat occurrence
await future study. For cases in which an automated
algorithm such as that discussed herein may not prove
particularly useful (e.g., for highly sheared or shallow
ZDR columns, for times when the provided 08C height is
incorrect, for regions of enhanced ZDR above the 08C
height that are the result of processes other than those
associated with ZDR columns, or for ZDR columns that
are masked by the presence of large hail), meteorologists may still be able to examine ZDR subjectively for
other signs of updraft presence or evolution. For
example, a local increase or maximum in ZDR may be
seen within or beneath an updraft as a result of size
sorting.
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FIG. 18. Results of (left) ZH at 0.58 elevation angle and (right) output from the ZDR column
algorithm from the WSR-88D at Quad Cities, Iowa (KDVN), at approximately (a),(b) 1930;
(c),(d) 2000; (e),(f) 2030; and (g),(h) 2045 UTC 30 Jun 2014. The white arrows in (d) highlight
potential rear-inflow jets. Contours of ZH at 10, 30, and 50 dBZ are colored red, pink, and white,
respectively (right).
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